Candidate gene analysis of semaphorins in patients with Alzheimer's disease.
Semaphorins of the SemaIV family are expressed in neurons and decreased in brains from patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD). Accumulation of an internalized form of Sema3A is associated with degeneration of neurons, making these molecules candidates for the development of AD. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) rs36026860 and rs28469467 in Sema3A as well as rs13284404 and rs11526468 in Sema4D were analyzed in a population of 240 patients with AD compared with 222 age-matched controls. None of SNPs in Sema3A were present, either in patients or controls. The distribution of the Sema4D rs11526468 and rs13284404 SNPs was not significantly different between patients and controls, even stratifying for gender or age at onset. In silico analysis predicted that rs11526468 and rs28469467 are probably damaging. This high degree of conservation of Sema3A suggests a very important role for this protein. However, neither Sema3A nor Sema4D likely influence the susceptibility to AD.